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Being mixed race has a unique impact on how one navigates one’s racial identities, and

Meghan Markle is a “cipher for the projection of our (both media and the media-consuming

public) thoughts, feelings, and tensions around race” according to Myra Washington.1

Additionally, Kehinde Andrews warns against solidifying the category of mixed race. “In reality

the majority of those descendants of the enslaved are mixed to some extent. Designating

someone as mixed because they have one white parent reifies the idea of race itself: that the

mixing of two different heritages creates something new, different and remarkable. It also

follows directly from racial definitions from the slave plantations. The child of a slave owner and

an enslaved African was designated a mulatto, from the word mule. They were considered Black

but not in entirely the same way as the ‘fully’ Black, and sometimes received extended privileges

because of their parentage.”2 Meghan Markle is created in the media as a modern day tragic

mulatto character. These narratives face similar pitfalls to the misguided notions that society has

become post-racial, and with recognizing these narratives comes the hope that they can be

dispelled.

In her career as an actress, Meghan “was labeled as “ethnically ambiguous [which] meant

[she] could audition for virtually any role’...yet...‘I wasn’t black enough for the black roles and I

wasn’t white enough for the white ones, leaving me somewhere in the middle as the ethnic

chameleon”3 she recalls.  In 2019 Holmes' attack on Markle for being ‘uppity’ prompted viewer

complaints to regulator, Ofcom, due to the racist connotations of a term which has historically

3 Washington, Myra. “‘Draw Your Own Box’: Deciphering Meghan Markle’s Mixed-Race Identity.” Women’s
Studies in Communication 43, no. 4 (November 2020): 348–53. doi:10.1080/07491409.2020.1833630.

2Andrews, Kehinde. "The Post-Racial Princess: Delusions of Racial Progress and Intersectional Failures."
https://ezproxy.lib.davidson.edu/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/scholarly-journals/post-racial-princes
s-delusions-progress/docview/2503462925/se-2?accountid=10427.

1 Washington, Myra. “‘Draw Your Own Box’: Deciphering Meghan Markle’s Mixed-Race Identity.” Women’s
Studies in Communication 43, no. 4 (November 2020): 348–53. doi:10.1080/07491409.2020.1833630.
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been used in the US as an insult towards Black people who ‘didn't know their place’”4 “Markle

notes how for some outlets she is too Black , for others not Black enough, and still yet for others

perfectly multiracial.”5

‘To follow the coverage of the wedding was to question whether the ceremony was a

“rousing celebration of Blackness’ and a display of much needed ‘bi-cultural Blackness’ or a

‘taunting of UK tradition’ and a ‘delusional fairy-tale.’”6 “Her mixed-race celebrity demonstrates

how shifting ideas of race ‘are [continually] becoming embedded in our culture’s repertoire of

understandings of...what constitutes identity and what kinds of performance[s] of identity might

be desirable.’ Markle’s assertion of her biracial, Black, and mixed-race identities has engendered

responses from media critics and audiences expressing feelings of anger, resentment, pride, hope,

happiness, exploitation, and privilege. These responses occur at a moment when there are

competing impulses globally to either tighten parameters around racial group memberships or

remove those parameters entirely to accommodate the lure of the postracial.”7

Washington believes “both of those impulses are unnecessary and counterproductive

because ‘identity is always plural and in process.’8 “There are a variety of names used to refer to

Markle...from ‘Markle’, to ‘Meghan’, to the ‘Duchess of Sussex’. This array of

appellations...signifies Markle's shifting persona in the public imaginary. She has moved from

celebrity, to royal, to a mixture of the two. She is simultaneously ‘relatable’, offering a point of

8 Ibid
7 Ibid
6 Ibid

5 Washington, Myra. “‘Draw Your Own Box’: Deciphering Meghan Markle’s Mixed-Race Identity.”
Women’s Studies in Communication 43, no. 4 (November 2020): 348–53.
doi:10.1080/07491409.2020.1833630.

4 Hannah Yelin, Laura Clancy, Introduction to Special Issue - Race, Royalty and Meghan Markle: Elites,
inequalities, and a woman in the public eye,
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0277539520308153
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identification for people around the world, and ambiguous, where her identity is constantly in

flux and therefore difficult to pin down.”9

“The stepping back of Markle and Prince Harry from the royal family and their

duties—the process for which was nicknamed “Megxit” by British tabloids—provides a final

vignette for thinking through the utility of the multiracial celebrity cipher...and our extant

conceptions of race and mixed race.”10 “We are each trying to decrypt the meanings of her

body...which is ultimately a thrilling proposition because it forces us to contend with how and

why our understandings of Markle’s mixed-race identity and race in general can vary so widely

yet feel so certain. The certainty we feel is grounded in the way celebrity functions to facilitate

an intimacy that does not exist and the way women’s bodies, but especially the bodies of women

of color, are made available to us for consumption.”11

Hannah Yelin and Laura Clancey speak to this in their paper, claiming that

“representations of Markle at the time of her wedding to Prince Harry in May 2018 were largely

celebratory.”12 They claim “the event was a watershed moment for representations of the

contemporary British monarchy: a spectacle of contradictions as two historic institutions defined

by patriarchal tradition - marriage and the monarchy - met with public accolades of feminist

progress and modernization.”13 However, they also note that “in the months and years following

the wedding, coverage became increasingly vitriolic, scapegoating Markle as an abject figure of

13Ibid

12 Hannah Yelin, Laura Clancy, Introduction to Special Issue - Race, Royalty and Meghan Markle: Elites,
inequalities, and a woman in the public eye,
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0277539520308153

11 Ibid
10 Ibid

9 Washington, Myra. “‘Draw Your Own Box’: Deciphering Meghan Markle’s Mixed-Race Identity.” Women’s
Studies in Communication 43, no. 4 (November 2020): 348–53. doi:10.1080/07491409.2020.1833630.
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gendered, classed and racialised inequalities.”14

Nicole Wilson finds similarly in “I like my baby heir with baby hair and afros”: Black

majesty and the fault-lines of colonialism. “The designation of ‘HRH Princess Meghan, Duchess

of Sussex, Countess of Dumbarton and Baroness Kilkeel’, accorded to Meghan Markle upon her

marriage to Henry of Wales, marked a radical ideological departure from a traditionally British

and culturally conservative vision of monarchy long preserved in its imperial history (in other

words, one that has sustained itself as exclusively white, predominantly male and inherently

patriarchal).”15 Wilson says “‘the image of Britannia ruling the waves is wrapped in the majesty

of royalty’...so pervasive is this idea that Markle has often been deployed by cultural

commentators as its counterweight—as a symbolic exemplification of the ‘rebirth’ of the British

monarchy within wider North Atlantic cultural discourse, and Markle's Black heritage has fed a

mythology of ‘progress’ in which the Royal Family are conveniently positioned as enlightened,

modern and continually relevant while any suggestion of its imperialist underpinnings are

conspicuously muted.”16 Wilson contends that “Markle has adopted and adapted the trappings of

imperialist monarchy, while, at the same time, creatively contesting the historic colonialist biases

and dominant Eurocentric imperialist frameworks that undermine her legitimacy as a Black

princess.”17

Wilson continues, “this process of mediation and contestation was visually exemplified in

17 Nicole Willson, “I like my baby heir with baby hair and afros”: Black majesty and the fault-lines of
colonialism, Women's Studies International Forum,
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0277539520308104

16 Ibid

15Nicole Willson, “I like my baby heir with baby hair and afros”: Black majesty and the fault-lines of
colonialism, Women's Studies International Forum,
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0277539520308104

14Hannah Yelin, Laura Clancy, Introduction to Special Issue - Race, Royalty and Meghan Markle: Elites,
inequalities, and a woman in the public eye,
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0277539520308153
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the symbolic interplay between elements of Markle's wedding trousseau...—and her veil and

tiara in particular—told a story of becoming and belonging, but also of autonomy and inversion.

The tiara worn by Markle on her wedding day was an art deco diamond platinum bandeau tiara

made in 1932 for Queen Elizabeth's grandmother, Queen Mary, and loaned to Markle from

Queen Elizabeth's personal collection. According to the Royal Collection Trust website, ‘[t]he

centre...was ‘given to the then Princess Mary in 1893 by the County of Lincoln on her marriage

to Prince George, Duke of York.’ Conspicuously absent from this description, however, is any

reference to the provenance of the diamonds used to make the tiara or any of its component parts.

Embedded within this absence is a secreted story of colonial violence, conquest and plunder

embodied by the crown jewels more broadly...however, the conspicuous occlusion of colonial

histories from this crown trust heritage narrative was in part borne out through the conscious

inclusion of colonised subjects within the narrative of the veil with which the tiara was coupled.

The veil which was designed, along with Markle's silk wedding gown, by British designer Clare

Waight Keller—the first woman to become Artistic Director of the French fashion House of

Givenchy—featured embroidered wild flora from the 53 Commonwealth nations, in addition to

the Californian poppy: an express request of Markle herself. Although South-Asian historian

Kapadia criticised the veil...the gesture made discursively visible subaltern colonial histories that

the tiara, and the heritage narrative constructed around it (along with other valuable items held

by the crown), continually silences.”18

Natalie Weidheise, connecting Megxit to Brexit says “Markle’s entry into the royal

family coincides with a time in which not only the British monarchy can do with a rebranding,

18 Nicole Willson, “I like my baby heir with baby hair and afros”: Black majesty and the fault-lines of
colonialism, Women's Studies International Forum,
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0277539520308104
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but the United Kingdom too. In the summer during which Markle and Prince Harry met, the

United Kingdom voted to leave the European Union (EU). The aftermath of the referendum in

June 2016 saw a rise in reported hate crimes”19 “Meghan Markle’s marriage into the British royal

family has emerged as perhaps the most recent symbol to support ‘post-racial’ mythology. As

Douglas Murray asked in his Spectator article following the wedding, ‘if this country was what

we have been defamed as in recent years, why would Meghan Markle (now the Duchess of

Sussex) have been so warmly received into the heart of the British public?’20

In contrast to Kate Middleton, “the media subject that is Kate is made possible by the two

global modes of governance that are post-feminism and neoliberalism. Through this subject, the

embodiment of contained white femininity and a model of self-discipline is exhibited and

endorsed as the ideal to which young women should, and specifically via Kate, can aspire to be

happy.”21 “The dissemination of this message, i.e. ‘Kate Middleton’s traditional, bourgeois,

White respectable femininity,’which reifies white femininity as defined by its relation to white

patriarchy, via the media as a technology of power is particularly apt as its mechanism is both

analogous for and constitutive of the gaze that women internalize.22 “Even as Kate is celebrated

as that most likeable and relatable of royals, the questions of what is being reinforced as normal

– wealth, thinness, hetero-normative romantic love – and who ‘deserves’ happiness goes

unasked. Better than anything else, the small space prescribed for this most privileged of women

demonstrates and perpetuates the narrowness of white femininity and the impossibility of ever

22 Weidhase, Nathalie. 2021. “The Feminist Politics of Meghan Markle: Brexit, Femininity and the Nation
in Crisis.” European Journal of Cultural Studies, January, 1. doi:10.1177/1367549420980010.

21 Cornell, Nica. "Kate Middleton and White Femininity: Excess Transgresses." 35. Chitungwiza, Zimbab:
Mwanaka Media and Publishing, 2018.. http://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctvh9vxck.6.

20 Joseph-Salisbury, Remi and Laura Connelly. "‘If Your Hair is Relaxed, White People are Relaxed. if
Your Hair is Nappy, They’re Not Happy’: Black Hair as a Site of ‘Post-Racial’ Social Control in English
Schools." no. 11 (11, 2018). doi:http://dx.doi.org.ezproxy.lib.davidson.edu/10.3390/socsci7110219.

19 Weidhase, Nathalie. 2021. “The Feminist Politics of Meghan Markle: Brexit, Femininity and the Nation
in Crisis.” European Journal of Cultural Studies, January, 1. doi:10.1177/1367549420980010.
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truly fitting within its constraints.”23

Meghan Markle and her interview with Oprah Winfrey early 2021 alongside her husband

Prince Harry is the culmination of years of ostracisation. Looking back to Princess Diana, there

are a lot of similarities in their treatment by the firm and British society. The double standards

with her reception compared Kate Middleton are easy to see. It has had consequences, financial

cut off by the firm, no security or title for her child Archie, and stress on their mental health. Yet

still British society thinks itself not to be racist. Likewise, Meghan faces backlash from Black

society because of their mixed-race heritage and in particular how her being white passing, thin,

and upper class affords her certain privileges. These are different kinds of criticism, however.

The union between Meghan and Prince Harry would certainly never be deemed permissible by

British society or truthfully Harry and his family’s own predispositions themselves if Meghan

was dark skinned. The press coverage would be unbelievably toxic more so than it already is.

Gyasi Byng Francisco explains “Tragic mulatto/a fiction from the late nineteenth and

early twentieth century generally relied on pseudoscientific ideas about blood inheritance and its

connection to personality traits, and in many of these novels, the qualities that are deemed

‘admirable’ in the mulatto/a are explained as coming from the mulatto/a’s “white blood.” In

short, tragic mulatto/as were an indirect boast by white authors of the superiority of white

people…‘conceived for white readers, these characters invite sympathy because they are so

much like whites and so little like blacks; the internal conflict they experience is explainable as a

result of racial forces; therefore, no wonder whites were far more eager to develop them.’”24

24 Francisco, Gyasi Byng. "Dismantling the Tragic Mulatto/a: Interrogating Racial Authenticity, Genre, and
Black Motherhood in African American Women's Fiction."
https://ezproxy.lib.davidson.edu/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/dissertations-theses/dismantling-tragi
c-mulatto-interrogating-racial/docview/2199450858/se-2?accountid=10427.

23 Cornell, Nica. "Kate Middleton and White Femininity: Excess Transgresses." 35. Chitungwiza, Zimbab:
Mwanaka Media and Publishing, 2018.. http://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctvh9vxck.6.
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We are living in a time where there is rampant police brutality against people of color,

police fabricating and manipulating evidence, and people rising up in protest. In the backdrop of

the writing of this paper, the trial of George Floyd had the nation waiting with bated breath for a

verdict that the mere possibility that we had to worry about it being not guilty reflects more on

the sad state of affairs we are in. The delisons of society being post-racial and past seeing color

are very loud and very wrong. Looking deeper into Meghan Markle’s celebrity causes us to

reflect on the future and understand how to break the systems of propaganda and oppression. In

seeing the stagnation of Black civil rights, looking to Meghan Markle as an example for how far

society has come and being ignorant towards its lack of progression is ridiculous for a multitude

of reasons. It is suspect how biracial people are constantly the barometer for society’s attitude

towards Black people. And Meghan is an interesting study since she totally embodies the

benefits and detractions that come with her identity.

The Daily Mail’s headline, ‘Harry's girl is (almost) straight outta Compton: Gangscarred

home of her mother revealed - so will he be dropping by for tea?’ openly evokes the harshness

associated with Black music from her biracial identity. Gyasi Byang Francisco also makes me

think about how it simultaneously attempts to distance itself from accusations of racism while

also starkly pointing out her biracial identity makes her ‘almost’ these things, consciously or

subconsciously.25 This is an example of her biracial identity working against her but in a way that

would be different if she was not half white.

Markle’s hardship stems from existing in a state where she clearly would not be where

25 Francisco, Gyasi Byng. "Dismantling the Tragic Mulatto/a: Interrogating Racial Authenticity, Genre, and
Black Motherhood in African American Women's Fiction."
https://ezproxy.lib.davidson.edu/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/dissertations-theses/dismantling-tragi
c-mulatto-interrogating-racial/docview/2199450858/se-2?accountid=10427.
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she is if she were a dark skinned woman but also receives similar ostracization on account of her

identity. The life we see is playing out similarly to what a tragic mulatto character would go

through. The language is very similar, she does not fit in, she has expressed suicidal feelings and

has become a lightning rod for society’s divisions on race. The tragic mulatto is a trope in

American literature stereotyping a mixed-race person to have a wretched existence before suicide

or meeting an otherwise doomed end. It usually portrayed enslaved biracial men and women,

sometimes one eighth Black and inhibited by this ancestry.

Markle will be used to make new connections between the racist institution she

represents and those Black and Brown people who are its victims.”26 Meghan has become a

cultural touchstone because her biracial body is a perfect canvas to represent the tragic mulatto

character trope in real life today.

26 Andrews, Kehinde. "The Post-Racial Princess: Delusions of Racial Progress and Intersectional
Failures."
https://ezproxy.lib.davidson.edu/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/scholarly-journals/post-racial-princes
s-delusions-progress/docview/2503462925/se-2?accountid=10427.
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